EXPLORE SOUTH CROATIA AND BEYOND FROM
QUERCUS
Stay consecutive nights in Hotel Quercus and explore the region in an
economical way, without wasting time with unnecessary time and changing
hotels every day!

DAY 1: SPLIT - DRVENIK
Arrive to Drvenik in the direction from Split. After your sightseeing of Split arrive to hotel
Quercus in the evening, enjoy dinner in the hotel and stay overnight.
DAY 2: DRVENIK – MOSTAR – POCITELJ - KRAVICE WATERFALL OR MEDJUGORJE - DRVENIK
Drvenik is just a short drive away from the border. To reach Mostar it takes just over 90
minutes (border crossing time not included)! Enjoy city tour of Mostar and picture perfect
Pocitelj. In the afternoon you will have time for one more attraction, you can visit Kravice
waterfalls (Bosnia's own little Plitvice Lakes) or Medjugorje, the most important pilgrimage
location in the Balkans. Return to Drvenik, enjoy dinner at the hotel and stay overnight at hotel
Quercus.
DAY 3: DRVENIK – STON – DUBROVNIK – DRVENIK
With the new Peljasac bridge Dubrovnik is less then 2 hours away! Head to Dubrovnik and
explore this majestic city. After thorough city tour and even enjoying some free time head back
North and stop in Ston along the way. Ston is famous for its oysters, salt pans and Europe's
longest walls! Return to Drvenik, enjoy dinner and overnight stay at hotel Quercus.
DAY 4: DRVENIK – SUCURAJ – HVAR – STARI GRAD – SPLIT/SIBENIK

In the morning we will set out to explore the lavender island, Hvar. Hop on board of 35 minute
ferry and head towards Hvar town, the main town on Croatia's poshest island. If you visit in
June or July we suggest taking a mini bus to the lavender field. Enjoy a lunch at a scenic
restaurant. Take a ferry from Stari Grad to Split and stay overnight in Split or nearby Sibenik.

